
ROTATING TELEHANDLER
New Machine and Pre-Delivery Inspection Report

Copy to JLG Industries, Inc. (New Machine Only); Copy to JLG Account Holder; Copy to Owner/User; Owner Update Form send to JLG Industries, Inc. if required Form No.- 31221520 - 5/16/2022

Check each item below, (Refer to Operation & Safety and Service & Maintenance Manuals for specific information regarding inspection procedures and criteria.). Indicate in the appropriate space as each item has
been performed. If the item is found to be not acceptable, describe each discrepancy in the comments space at the bottom of the form. Use additional paper if necessary. Immediate action must be taken to correct all
discrepancies. The Owner shall not place the machine in service until all discrepancies have been corrected.

The undersigned certifies that this machine has been inspected, per each area of inspection, and any and all discrepancies have been brought to the attention of the Owner/User, and that all discrep-
ancies have been corrected prior to any further use of this machine.

JLG Account Holder Name & Address Product Owner / User Name & Address
Serial Number: Customer Number:   Owner   User
Machine Model:
Hourmeter Reading:

Inspection Type:   New Machine   Pre-Delivery (Previous Inspection Date) __________________________________________

Inspector: / / Owner: / /
Name Acknowledgment Date Name Acknowledgment Date

Y=Yes (Passed)   N=No (Failed)   C=Corrected   NA=Not Applicable Y N C NA

GENERAL
1. All gauges, multifunction display, and hourmeter operate 

properly.
2. Proper load charts present.
3. Seat belt in good condition and latches properly.
4. Operator presence sensor operating properly.
5. All guards and sheet metal installed properly and in good 

working condition.
6. Emergency Stop button functions correctly.
7. Back-up camera and boom camera operates correctly.
8. Anti-Tipping Device indicator operates properly.
9. Capacity Alert / LMI system operating properly.
10.All lights and indicators operate properly.
11.Outriggers working properly, undamaged, and lubricated.
12.Auto leveling function operates correctly.
13.All windshield wipers operating correctly.
14.Mirrors clean and adjusted properly.
15.All keys present.
16.Tool bag in the machine.

POWER UNIT
1. Engine oil, coolant, DEF, and battery fluid levels are cor-

rect and no leaks present under machine.
2. Inspect all engine belts for damage.
3. Transmission operates correctly, transmission fluid level 

correct.
4. Engine air filter clean and secure.
5. Check air intake connection to engine.
6. Engine RPM operates correctly.
7. Radiator, oil cooler clean.
8. Fuel, oil filters secure and not leaking.
9. Inspect wiring harness for any rubbing or damage.

Y=Yes (Passed)   N=No (Failed)   C=Corrected   NA=Not Applicable Y N C NA

DRIVE TRAIN
1. Differential lube level correct.
2. Planetary drive hub lube levels correct.
3. Wheel lugs torqued to specifications
4. Tire pressure correct.
5. Transmission is disabled when outriggers are in use.
6. Service brakes operate correctly.
7. Park brake fluid level is correct and park brakes operate 

correctly.
8. Back-up alarm operates properly.
9. Anti-start system with transmission control lever operates 

properly.
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
1. Hydraulic oil level is correct.
2. All Boom functions work properly.
3. Hydraulic air breather is clean.
4. Control levers and linkage free, and return to neutral.
5. Personnel presence sensor works correctly (Joystick).
6. All circuits operate properly.
7. All relief valve pressures correct.
8. Hoses aligned and not leaking.
9. Cylinder rod seals not leaking.
10.Tower lock works properly.
11. Inching pedal operates properly.
BOOM CHECK POINTS
1. Boom sections properly shimmed and lubricated.
2. Extension and retraction cables/chains properly adjusted 

and lubricated.
3. Boom hoses adjusted properly.
4. Quick switch device, free and operates properly.
5. Attachments fit and operate properly.
6. Attachment pin and locking pin installed.
7. Complete machine lubricated per lube chart.
8. Electrical connection works properly.

Y=Yes (Passed)   N=No (Failed)   C=Corrected   NA=Not Applicable Y N C NA

MANUALS AND DECALS
1. Operation & Safety manual with machine, if not reorder 

immediately.
2. Applicable Attachment manuals with machine.
3. All decals installed and legible.
4. Remote control and accessory present and working.
ADDITIONAL
1. If machine ownership has changed, complete attached 

Owner Update form and return to JLG.
2. Inspect general structural condition of machine including 

all welds and attachments.
3. Complete all open FSBs.
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